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Abstract. Recent research in machine learning has shown that many
machine-learned language models contain pervasive racial and gender biases, rooting from biases in their textual training data. While these biases
produce sub-optimal parsing and inferences, they may help us characterize and predict statistical gender gaps and gender values in the culture(s)
that produced the training text, thereby helping us understand cultural
context through big data. This paper presents an approach to (1) quantify gender bias in word embeddings (i.e., vector-based lexical semantics),
(2) correlate gender biases with survey responses and statistical gender
gaps in education, politics, economics, and health, and (3) integrate numerical biases and statistics to model different cultures’ survey results
more accurately than either in isolation. We validate this approach using 2018 Twitter data spanning 99 countries, 18 Global Gender Gap
statistics from the World Economic Forum, and 8 international survey
results from the World Value Survey. Integrating these heterogeneous
data across cultures is an important step toward building computational
models to understand group bias.
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Introduction

Machine-learned models that utilize word embeddings (i.e., vector-based representations of word semantics) are presently under scrutiny for biases and
stereotypes, e.g., in race and gender, arising primarily from biases in their training data. For example, using machine-learned word embeddings have produced
analogies containing stereotypes such as “man is to woman as doctor is to nurse”
[3]. These biases are sub-optimal, so recent work has developed debiasing techniques to improve accuracy and remove stereotypes [3, 19, 18].
In parallel with efforts to improve and debias these machine-learned language
models, other research has begun to utilize biased models for prediction and
?
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diagnosis of present and historical social inequalities. For instance, by comparing
word embeddings trained on different cultures’ text, we can correlate biases to
survey data [11], or by comparing embeddings trained over different decades,
we can capture periods of societal shift, such as 1960s feminism [8]. This recent
work provides numerical metrics of the gender biases in word embeddings.
This paper builds upon previous work to integrate word embedding bias
within a larger context to help understand group bias. We integrate three types
of data and use the following terminology throughout this paper:
1. Implicit cultural data: language bias computed from machine-learned
word embeddings. These data represent systemic language biases, learned
from a large volume of a culture’s text.
2. Explicit cultural data: objective statistics about economic, educational,
political, or developmental factors of a culture. These include statistical gaps
(i.e., discrepancies in opportunity and status across groups).
3. Survey data: subjective answers to survey questions, aggregated on a perculture basis.
Integrating these data and characterizing their combined value is an important
step in approximating cultural attitudes and relating them to cultural behaviors.
In this work, we focus on the topic of gender across countries. Our implicit
cultural data includes tweets from 99 countries that we use to build per-country
embeddings and assess each country’s gender bias across multiple themes. Our
explicit cultural data includes 18 international gender gap statistics from the
World Economic Forum’s 2018 Global Gender Gap (GGG) report.1 Our survey
data includes eight questions about the value of men and women in economic
and university settings from the World Value Survey (WVS) [10].
The primary claims of this paper are that (1) implicit gender biases correlate
selectively and intuitively with relevant gender gaps and survey data and (2)
implicit data (i.e., biases from word embeddings) and explicit data (i.e., gender
gap statistics) model cultures’ survey values more accurately than either alone.
Our empirical results from two experiments support these claims.
We continue with a brief overview of gender gaps (Sec. 2) and then a description of our training data (Sec. 3) and four experiments (Sec. 4). We close with
a discussion of the above claims and future work (Sec. 5).
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Gender Gap Statistics and Gender Valuation Surveys

Research in anthropology suggests that the public sphere (e.g., domains of politics and economics) is often associated with the male gender and traits of assertiveness and competitiveness [4]. Conversely, private or domestic spheres (e.g.,
domains of family and social relationships) are traditionally related to women
[5], although social relationships are considered more important by people independent of gender [7]. Surveys such as the World Values Survey (WVS) [10]
1
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capture different countries’ valuations of gender, and indices such as the Global
Gender Gap (GGG) Report capture different countries’ outcomes and concerning gender. These gender valuations and gender gap outcomes are highly related.
For instance, in cultures where men tend to be over-represented economically
and politically, men have higher salaries compared to women [14, 16, 2]. In this
paper, our analyses are agnostic about the direction of causality, since asymmetrical gender valuations might cause gender gaps, and gender gaps might reinforce
asymmetrical gender valuations.
This paper’s international analyses utilize 18 gender gap statistics from the
GGG and 8 survey questions concerning gender valuation from the WVS. We
found the GGG to have high validity, reliably measuring well-defined genderdifferentiated dimensions across most countries [9]. We used 44 countries’ survey
responses2 from the following WVS questions (some abbreviated):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3

Having a job is the best way for a woman to be an independent person.
Sex before marriage is justifiable.
If a woman earns more than her husband, it will cause problems.
When jobs are scarce, men should have more rights to jobs than women.
When a mother works for pay, the children suffer.
Men make better political leaders than women do.
Men make better business executives than women do.
University education is more important for boys than girls.

Training Data

Our implicit cultural data includes biases derived from word embeddings trained
on different countries’ Twitter posts. Our training data include public tweets
from international Twitter users over 100 days throughout 2018, including the
first ten days of each of the first ten months. We use tweet’s location property
to categorize by location, and we include only English tweets in our dataset. We
filtered out all tweets with fewer than three words, and following other Twitterbased embedding strategies (e.g., [12]), we replaced URLs, user names, hashtags,
images, and emojis with other tokens.
The dataset contains 99 countries ranging from 98K tweets (Maritius) to
122M tweets (U.K.). We sampled 10 million tweets for all countries that exceeded that number. These corpora are orders of magnitude smaller than other
approaches for tweet embeddings (e.g., [12]). We use Word2Vec [13] skip-gram algorithm to construct separate word embeddings for each country in our analyses
(i.e., 99 countries resulted in 99 separate word embeddings).
2
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Experiments

We describe our empirical results, including a cross-correlation of linguistic gender bias with gender gaps and survey data (Sec. 4.1) and an analysis combining
gender gaps and gender bias to correlate with countries’ survey results (Sec. 4.2).

4.1

Correlating word embeddings’ gender biases with gender gaps

This analysis characterizes the relationship between (1) implicit gender biases
and (2) statistical gender gaps and survey data. We compute the gender biases
of different countries by projecting word-sets onto the female-male axis in each
country’s word vector space. By varying the word-set that we project onto the
axis, we can assess different themes of gender bias. Here we characterize the
relationship of thematic gender biases to statistical gender gaps.
Word-sets. Our materials included word-sets based in part on survey-based experiments [17] and recent work on word embeddings [8]. These word-sets included
(1) female words including female pronouns and nouns, (2) male words, including male pronouns and nouns, and (3) thematic words about a shared theme but
with no explicit gender ascription.
Our female and male word-sets were derived from previous work [8] and extended to add additional nouns found in tweets (e.g., girlfriend, boyfriend, wife,
husband, mom, dad, mama, papa). Our intellect thematic adjectives are from
[8], and we generated thematic word-sets to represent social constructs: politics
(democrat, republican, senate, government, politics, minister, presidency, vote,
parliament, ...), communal (community, society, humanity, welfare, ...), victim
(victim, vulnerable, abused, survivor, ...), childcare (child, children, parent, baby,
nanny, ...), excellent (excellent, fantastic, phenomenal, outstanding, ...), workforce (market, job, salary, pay, wage, career, boss, ...), and others.
−−−−−→
Axis projection as gender bias. We compute per-gender vectors f emale and
−−−→
male by averaging the vectors of each constituent word, following [8]. Within a
country’s word embedding, we compute the country’s gender bias of a thematic
word-set W as an average axis projection of the W onto the male-female axis as:
−−−−−→ −−−→
f emale − male
−
avgw∈W (→
w · −−−−−→ −−−→ )
||f emale − male||2

(1)

−
This projects each thematic word’s vector →
w onto the gender axis, which is
−−−−−→ −−−→
computed as the gender difference vector f emale − male scaled by the L2 norm
−−−−−→ −−−→
||f emale − male||2 . The bias of theme W is the average of each word w ∈ W .
This is our primary measure of thematic gender bias in implicit cultural data.
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Thematic word-set: politics

Fig. 1. Correlation of countries’ gender bias of political words (x-axis; female association increases in positive direction) against the GGG gender political empowerment
index (y-axis; gender equality increases in positive direction).

Correlating gender biases with gender gaps. For any neutral word list (e.g.,
political terms), we compute the average axis projection for all countries and
compute its correlation to international gender gaps. Fig. 1 plots each country’s political word-set bias against the GGG political empowerment gender gap
subindex (where greater score indicates greater female political empowerment)
with R2 = 0.40. Female bias increases along the x-axis, where 0.0 indicates no
bias. The Fig. 1 plot is consistent with the hypothesis that— globally, over our
set of countries— women’s political opportunities and status increase (relative
to men) as political language shows a more female bias. This is not a surprising
finding, but it supports our claim that implicit cultural data— estimated via
word embedding biases— help intuitively model explicit cultural data.
We ran similar analyses of nine themed word-sets and two randomly-generated
word-sets against all 18 GGG statistics and all 8 WVS survey results. For each
pair of word-set and GGG/WVS value, the algorithm (1) performs feature selection to optionally down-select to at least three words and then (2) uses the
down-selected word set to compute the R2 for that pair. We manually negate
the R2 value to indicate indirect correlation of the gender language bias and the
statistic. We plot this in Fig. 2, with dotted horizontal lines separating different
topics of gender gaps and a bold line separating GGG data from WVS.
Themed word-sets vary in their direction and strength of correlation across
different GGG statistic groups: the politics theme correlates strongest with the
political empowerment indices, and also positively with economic indices, and
relatively weaker over health and education indices; intellect and workplace terms
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Fig. 2. Correlation of themed word sets’ gender bias (columns) against GGG gender
gap statistics and WVS survey responses about gender (rows). Values are R2 coefficient
of determination, where negation is added to indicate inverse correlation. The two word
sets rand1 and rand2 were randomly sampled from the embeddings for comparison.

positively correlate with economic statistics but are weak correlates otherwise;
illness terms indirectly correlated strongest with health and survival statistics,
and weaker elsewhere. The word “pretty” (Fig. 2, left column), was the single
word with the strongest determination to the overall gender gap and other subindices. The random word-sets in Fig. 2 do not exceed R2 = 0.07 in any row.
Themed word-sets also varied in correlation with WVS data. Specifically,
agreement with questions “Having a job is the best way for a women to be
an independent person” and “Justifiable: Sex before marriage” was correlated
with female association with politics, workforce, and excellent themes (neutral or
positive valence), and inversely correlated with victim, childcare, communal, and
illness themes (neutral or negative valence). Those correlations were generally
reversed for the other six WVS, which asserted men had greater value— or
should receive more opportunities— in economic, political, or university settings.
Intuitively, the workforce word-set was the largest determiner of this group of
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WVS questions: as countries’ female bias of the workforce theme increased in
their word embeddings, survey respondents in those countries were less likely to
agree to reduced female value and opportunity in politics and economics.
The selective correlation of thematic word-sets with gender gaps and survey
responses supports our claim that implicit gender biases— as captured in word
embeddings from countries’ social media— correlate selectively and intuitively
with relevant gender gaps and survey data.
None of our themed word-sets strongly correlated with (1) sex ratio at birth,
which was 1.0 for the vast majority of countries or (2) percentage of last 50 years
with female head of state. These may correlate with other themes, or they may
have a weaker or more idiosyncratic relationship to implicit gender bias.

Econ
International Survey Question
If a woman earns more money than her husband, its
almost certain to cause problems.
University education is more important for boys than girls.
Justifiable: Sex before marriage.
When a mother works for pay, the children suffer.
Men make better political leaders than women do.
Men make better business executives than women do.
When jobs are scarce, men should have more rights to
jobs than women.
Having a job is the best way for a woman to be an
independent person.

R2

RMSE

Explicit
Econ/Health
Econ/Edu
2
R2
RMSE R
RMSE

Econ/Poli
R2 RMSE

Explicit + Implicit
Econ/Implicit
R2
RMSE

0.36 19.09

0.39

18.62

0.6

15.67

0.5

16.92

0.6

15.08

0.49 16.7
0.53 1.51
0.59 23.04
0.55 29.82
0.58 25.5

0.57
0.58
0.6
0.56
0.62

15.41
1.43
22.54
29.57
24.21

0.63
0.62
0.64
0.65
0.69

14.37
1.36
21.64
26
22.35

0.71
0.72
0.62
0.76
0.73

12.65
1.17
22.15
21.74
20.42

0.69
0.78
0.7
0.75
0.76

13.01
1.04
19.45
22.03
19.38

0.54 29.83

0.64

26.48

0.64

27.01

0.69

24.39

0.68

24.82

0.23 15.22

0.41

13.35

0.44

12.28

0.39

13.51

0.61

10.76

Table 1. Correlation strength of WVS international survey questions using explicit
GGG statistics alone versus also utilizing implicit language bias data from countries’
word embeddings.

4.2

Correlating Survey Results with Gender Gaps and Gender Bias

Here we regress survey responses (WVS data) against both implicit cultural
data (i.e., gender biases derived from word embeddings) and explicit cultural
data (GGG statistics). Our objective is to broadly assess the additional value of
combining these types of cultural data— rather than using them in isolation— to
determine the joint utility of the features for understanding and predicting group
biases. We use multiple linear regression and compare the error and coefficient
of determination of two different settings:
– Explicit: We regress WVS responses against a subset of GGG data (e.g.,
economic, education, health, or political indices listed in Fig. 2).
– Explicit+Implicit: We regress WVS responses against a combination of
GGG data and five gender bias themes (politics, intelligent, victim, workforce,
and excellent).
Table 1 lists the R2 and RMSE for four Explicit conditions (Econ, Econ/Health,
Econ/Edu, and Econ/Poli) and one Explicit+Implicit condition. We included
the economics GGG group in all conditions because it is the strongest correlate
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BRA
MYS

CHL
COL
DEU
ROU

POL

IND
EST

CYP
TUR
ESP
NLD
URY

KAZ
PER

JPN

ZAF
MEX
NGA
RUS
ARG
UKR

LBN
SGP

TUN

CHN
GHA
THA
ECU

MAR

KWT

IRQ

30

DZA

NZL
SWE
AUS

40

20

EGY

QAT

50

PHL
KOR

SVN

Predicting WVS: Having a job is the best way for a woman to
be an independent person.
Explicit (r2=0.23, RMSE=15.22); Explicit & Implicit (r2=0.61, RMSE=10.76)
70
Actual
Explicit & Implicit
60
Explicit

PAK
AZE

WVS: Having a job is the best way for a woman to
be an independent person.

of all GGG statistic groups. As shown in Table 1, the Explicit+Implicit condition scored highest R2 correlations for 5/8 survey questions, followed by the
economic/political explicit case with 3/5. This suggests that the implicit data
added discriminatory power that was not captured by the GGG explicit data.

0
Culture

Fig. 3. Multiple linear regression of countries’ survey responses using explicit data
alone (i.e., GGG statistics) versus also integrating implicit data (i.e., thematic gender
bias from countries’ word embeddings). Countries are sorted by ascending (actual)
y-value, where agreement with the survey question increases in the y-direction.

For the last survey question, adding implicit data increased correlation strength
by 165% and decreased RMSE by 29%. We plot the regression of this survey question against both Explicit (Econ) and Explicit+Implicit (Econ/Implicit) conditions in Fig. 3. Countries are ordered left-to-right by their observed agreement
with the survey question (blue dots). The linear model improves its accuracy for
most countries with the addition of implicit data.
The results in Table 1 and Fig. 3 support our claim that implicit and explicit
data jointly predict cultures’ survey values more accurately than either alone.

5

Conclusions

This paper characterized gender biases in Twitter-derived word embeddings from
99 countries against (1) 18 statistical gender gaps and (2) eight survey questions
from a 44-country subset.
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Our first analysis (Sec. 4.1) demonstrated that implicit cultural data— computed as vector-space gender biases over thematic word-sets— correlates with
statistical gender gaps intuitively. Different word-sets’ gender biases correlated
with statistical gender gaps and survey data of a similar theme, in a meaningful
(positive or negative) direction. Not all thematic word-sets’ biases correlate with
all gender gaps, and random word sets do not correlate. This supports our claim
(from Sec. 1) that implicit gender biases correlate selectively and intuitively with
relevant explicit data and survey data.
Our second analysis (Sec. 4.2) performed multiple linear regression with explicit and implicit cultural data. Our results show that combining these data
substantially strengthen the correlation to survey data. Furthermore, adding
implicit gender bias data to economic gender gap statistics outperformed conditions that utilized economic stats with other categories of gender gap statistics
(e.g., political, education, and health). This analysis supports our second claim
(from Sec. 1) that implicit data and explicit data jointly correlate with survey
responses more accurately than either alone.
All of our empirical results are consistent with the social theory that differences in implicit gender bias (e.g., linguistic gender bias) are associated with
gender valuations (assessed via survey responses) and differences in gender opportunities and status (i.e., gender gaps) [1, 15].
Limitations and Future Work. Our use of English-only tweets facilitated comparison across embeddings, but it eliminates the native language of many countries
and creates cultural blind-spots. Specifically, our use of English tweets does not
capture the voices of those that (1) lack access to technology, (2) have poor
knowledge of English, and (3) simply do not use Twitter. One might even argue
that the gender bias effects may be even more pronounced off-line due to social
desirability effects. Expanding to other languages presents additional challenges,
e.g., with additional gendered words and many-to-one vector mappings across
languages, but recent language transformers facilitate this [6]. Consequently, incorporating additional languages and cultural texts are important next steps.
Previous Twitter word embedding approaches blend tweets with news or
Wikipedia to improve NLP accuracy, using orders of magnitude more text per
embedding [12]. Blending tweets with news may improve the embeddings’ accuracy for NLP tasks, but it also risks diluting their implicit biases.
Finally, while our analyses illustrate correlations between gender biases and
statistical gender gaps, they do not describe causality and they have limited
interpretive power. For instance, our second experiment (Sec. 4.2) utilized the
same gender gaps and gender biases to predict eight different survey responses—
spanning female employment, female education, and sex before marriage— but
a more interpretable model would operate only on the subset of these variableto-variable relationships that have explanatory power and theoretical merit in
the social science domain. Integrating our existing methods with additional data
and causal models (e.g., Dirichlet mixture models and Bayesian networks) will
jointly improve interpretation and accuracy.
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